
30 TIPS

SCUBA PHOTOS
for shooting beautiful

Shoot manual (M), 
use aperture to control 
the foreground and shutter 
speed for the background - 
Use 1/125 f/5.6 and 
ISO 100 as a base point.

When shooting with a video 
light or no lights, use 

Make sure your  shutter speed 
is fast enough  to avoid motion blur 

faster than 

CAMERA Settings

When using a strobe

AV Aperture 
Priority

1/60s
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Make sure your  shutter speed 
is fast enough  to avoid motion blur 

faster than 

Red filter or strobe/light, 
never both together

1/60s

OR

Shoot RAW 
(use Lightroom to edit). 
If shooting JPG, choose 
highest MP, Super Fine

Turn o� 
Red Eye 
Reduction 
flash mode.

Use 
Spot focus When shooting with the flash 

on manual set camera flash to 
minimum, to save battery

Don’t use Auto ISO, 
unless you know 
what you’re doing

Use A narrow aperture when
Shooting macro for better Depth of Field 
(Narrow Aperture = High F number)

Using wide angle wet lenses and domes 
(improved corner sharpness)

Make sure exposure 
compensation is on 0, 
unless required 
otherwise

Maintenance

EMPTY

When using a new housing, 
always go on the first dive 
with an empty housing.

Grease O-rings when 
placing the gear 
in storage.

check your O-rings for hair 
and sand before closing 
the housing.

Use moisture 
absorbent on 
Polycarbonate 

housings.

ALWAYS 



v

DON’T FORGET

Diving in a humid climate? 
Install the camera and seal 
the housing in an air-conditioned, 
dehumidified room to avoid fogging.
 

Best way to clean an o-ring - 
wash in fresh water, and dry 
up with a microfiber cloth.

Rinse well after dive 
(use bucket or rinse tank). 
Press all buttons and move 
all knobs in fresh water.

Turn THE camera on 
(if the housing does 

not support it)

Make sure you  have an 
empty SD 

Card in the camera

Check the
CAMERA BATTERY

Make sure you’re on AF, not MF
(unless you’re using a focus ring)

DSLR / Mirrorless 

Shooting with
 strobes 

fiber optics 
connected 
properly?

Pop up the flash 
before entering 
the water.

Take a test shot to make 
sure the strobes are 

triggering and syncing

Use a lanyard 
secure your 

system to your
 hand or BCD

All accessories 
secured with lanyards 
to the housing / tray

Ball & Joint Clamps facing you - 
easier to manipulate underwater



THE NIGHT BEFORE

Photography tips
Assemble the 
package and check 
everything

Download photos 
and empty your 
SD card

Charge batteries 
and charge the 
spares as well

Get as close 
as you can to 
the subject.

Shoot up. Or 
at least eye level.

Shoot subject
 in the center, 

but pre-plan your crop

Adjust strobes 
to shape of coral, 
before going into 

position for the shot

Safety, dive and balance first, 
photography second 
mind your fins!

 Visually double check all o-ring 
seals before jumping in. Look for hairs, 

security lanyards caught in the seal, 
unusual gaps.

Check the housing / lights 
for leaks as soon 

as you hit the water

Prepare a 
Save-A-Dive kit with 
important spare parts 
and maintenance



Underwater Photographer Save-A-Dive Kit

Safety, dive and balance first, 
photography second 
mind your fins!

O-Ring
Grease

Several Micro 
fiber cloths

Allen 
Key set

Screwdriver 
Phillips and flat

Security 
lanyards

String Hand strap

Dry towel Silica Gel / 
absorbent sachets

Spare SD card 
(not micro 

SD with adapter!)

Spare 
o-rings

Spare batteries for lights, 
camera, vacuum sensor

O-ring
removal tool
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For more great tips, visit our blog at:
www.housingcamera.com/blog


